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61 Is Policy E10 justified and consistent with national policy and would it be 

effective in ensuring that the need for accommodation and other 
infrastructure for visitors can be met in appropriate locations?  

 
61.1 Yes. It is estimated that there were 18.6 million international visitors to London in 

2015, with an approximate spend of £12 billion in the capital for the year. Including 
visitors from within the UK, the total number of overnight visitors to London was 31.5 
million in 2015. This figure does not include day visitors to the city. Demand for visitor 
accommodation in London is expected to reach 196.4 million nights by 2041, up from 
138.5 million visitor nights in 2015. The increase is made up of 42.9 million 
international visitor nights in addition to 15 million domestic visitor nights1.  

61.2 The 2012 NPPF seeks to build a strong, competitive economy, requires local planning 
authorities to plan proactively to meet the development needs of business and support 
an economy fit for the 21st century2, and for plans to set out a clear economic vision 
and strategy to encourage sustainable economic growth and support existing business 
sectors3. This is reflected in draft London Plan Policy GG5 Growing a good economy, 
which seeks to conserve and enhance London’s global economic competitiveness and 
ensure that economic success is shared amongst all Londoners. 

61.3 The Mayor’s Economic Development Strategy recognises the importance of the 
tourism sector to London’s economy and international profile, identifying that the 
sector is not only an important employer in its own right, but also supports jobs and 
growth in a wide range of other sectors, from hospitality and food to culture and the 
creative industries.4 London & Partners (the Mayor’s official promotion agency) 
published A Tourism Vision for London in 2017, which aims to unlock the best version 
of London for visitors by tailoring their experience to meet their needs. It recognises 
that the tourism industry is a key contributor to London’s diverse cultural and retail 
offer, as well as to the night time economy, and that it benefits both visitors and 
Londoners.5 The Mayor’s Culture Strategy also identifies the ways in which the tourism 
and culture sectors are mutually supportive, recognising that London’s culture and 
heritage are major drivers of tourism to London, and that cultural tourism supports 
employment in the capital.6  

61.4 Policy E10 is justified and consistent with national policy, taking an approach that 
supports the Mayor’s other strategies and that will contribute to the success of 
London’s wider economy. The Policy sets a clear framework for how London’s visitor 
economy and associated employment should be strengthened in ways that will support 
the economic growth of the visitor economy and other complementary sectors. 

61.5 Through enhancing and extending the inclusive access, legibility, experience, and 
management of the visitor economy and the infrastructure that supports it, the sector 
will be strengthened further, and the accessibility of tourist attractions and visitor 
accommodation will be broadened. This is supported by Policy E10 G, which sets 

                                                 
1 NLP/EC/011: GLA Economics, Projections of demand and supply for visitor accommodation in London, April 
2017 
2  NLP/GD/03: DCLG, National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), March 2012, paragraph 20 
3  NLP/GD/03: DCLG, NPPF 2012, paragraph 21  
4 NLP/EC/027: Mayor of London, The Mayor’s Draft Economic Development Strategy for London, December 2017 
5 London and Partners, A Tourism Vision for London, 2017  
6 NLP/HC/020a: The Mayor of London, The Mayor’s Culture Strategy, December 2018 

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_migrate_files_destination/Document%20B14%20-%20NPPF.PDF
https://greaterlondonauthority.sharepoint.com/sites/LondonPlan/Shared%20Documents/EiP/Matters/M61%20Visitor%20infrastructure/A%20Tourism%20Vision%20for%20London,%20London%20&%20Partners%20(2017
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2018_culture_strategy_1212_single.pdf
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requirements for the provision of accessible bedrooms in serviced accommodation (this 
is discussed in more detail in response to M38 Accessible visitor accommodation). 

61.6 Policy E10 A and supporting paragraph 6.10.1 are clear that the Mayor wants to 
promote tourism across the whole of the city, and that the draft Plan supports the 
enhancement and extension of London’s attractions particularly to town centres and 
well-connected parts of outer London. This approach complements the Mayor’s 
economic vision for London, as set out in the Economic Development Strategy and 
Policy GG5, by helping to promote economic success across London.  

61.7 The Policy will be effective as it sets out clear support for London’s visitor economy. 
Policy E10 C seeks to maintain a sufficient supply and range of serviced 
accommodation, and E10 D and E set out a strategic spatial approach to the 
distribution of this accommodation that will enable the development of serviced 
accommodation in the right locations to support the wider visitor economy and 
encourage sustainable growth. This approach promotes serviced accommodation 
within the Central Activity Zone (CAZ), recognising the importance of tourism and 
business visitors to central London, while also promoting serviced accommodation in 
town centres and Opportunities Areas that are well-connected by public transport, 
particularly to central London. This approach is complemented by Policies SD4 and 
SD5, which identify and plan for tourism facilities as a strategic function of the CAZ, 
and the town centre policies in Chapter 2, including Policy SD6 G, which is clear that 
tourist infrastructure in town centre locations – especially in outer London – should be 
enhanced and promoted.  

61.8 Policy E10 supports the special characteristics of major clusters of visitor attractions 
and heritage assets, and seeks to conserve, enhance and promote the diversity of 
cultural infrastructure in all parts of London. This approach complements the Policies 
supporting London’s heritage and culture that are set out in chapter 7 and the 
recognition of the wider benefits of conserving the historic environment in the 2012 
NPPF.7 

a)  Is development of accommodation and other visitor infrastructure a matter of 
strategic importance to London, or a detailed matter that would be more 
appropriately dealt with through local plans or neighbourhood plans? 

61.9 London is one of the most visited cities in the world and as such requires sufficient 
and suitable accommodation to meet the needs of international and domestic tourists. 
The draft Plan takes a strategic approach to meeting the estimated need for 58,000 
additional bedrooms of serviced accommodation by 20418, setting out the broad 
locations where serviced accommodation should be promoted to ensure that this 
comes forward in a sustainable way that supports the wider visitor economy and other 
sectors.  

61.10 Demand for accommodation in the capital is evident, with London having the highest 
occupancy rate across major European cities – notably higher than the rest of the UK.  

61.11 Tourism as a sector is London-wide, with London’s attractions spread across the city. It 
is therefore appropriate to plan strategically to ensure London continues to deliver 

                                                 
7  NLP/GD/03: DCLG, NPPF 2012, paragraph 126  
8 NLP/EC/011: GLA Economics, Projections of demand and supply for visitor accommodation in London, April 
2017 
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visitor infrastructure and to enhance its cultural offer, which is a major contributor to 
the city’s attractiveness to both domestic and international visitors. A consistent 
approach will focus tourism and visitor infrastructure in appropriate areas, ensuring 
London delivers the necessary infrastructure to support the sector whilst balancing the 
need for housing and other land uses.  

61.12 London’s tourism sector generates jobs directly in hospitality and indirectly in servicing 
and other support areas. The sector complements London’s cultural and heritage 
attractions, with many visitors coming for the unique character and experiences that 
these offer. Hotels and conferencing facilities also provide a service to London’s 
businesses, offering a range of accommodation for meetings, seminars and overnight 
accommodation for business visitors. 

61.13 Policy E10 seeks to strengthen London’s visitor economy and associated employment 
by enhancing and extending attractions, inclusive access, legibility, visitor experience, 
and management, as well as supporting infrastructure. Tourism is promoted across 
London, including outer London areas that are well-connected by public transport, 
with the aim of enhancing and improving London’s tourism offer and spreading 
economic and regeneration benefits. Policy E10 sets a strategic framework for 
delivering serviced accommodation in the CAZ, focusing strategically important 
serviced accommodation in Opportunity Areas, with smaller-site provision in other 
parts of the CAZ. A Minor Suggested Change has been made to clarify that this should 
not apply to residential areas.9 The Policy also promotes serviced accommodation in 
well-connected town centres and Opportunity Areas and supports the provision of 
high-quality convention facilities in town centres and the CAZ. Boroughs will have 
flexibility to set out appropriate policies and site allocations in local plans that follow 
this strategic approach while ensuring that such development supports local tourism 
and complements local town centre strategies. 

61.14 Issues such as amenity and over-concentration can be considered at borough level to 
ensure measures are tailored appropriately to address localised impacts. The Policy is 
clear that intensification of serviced accommodation provision is not supported where 
it would compromise local amenity or the balance of local land uses. 

61.15 Policy E10 supports the role of apart-hotels and short-term lettings, which make an 
important contribution to visitor accommodation, but makes it clear that these should 
not compromise housing provision, complementing the approach taken in Policy H11, 
which sets out how development can ensure the best use of stock. A Minor Suggested 
Change has been made to E10 F, clarifying that boroughs may take measures to 
address any impacts on local amenity that are caused by short-term lettings.10 

b)  Would Policy E10D support the “strategic functions” of the CAZ (paragraph 
2.4.4) and “locally orientated uses” in the CAZ (paragraph 2.4.5)? 

61.16 Yes. Policy E10 D promotes strategically important serviced accommodation in 
Opportunity Areas within the CAZ, with smaller-scale provision in other parts of the 
CAZ. Many of the strategic functions of the CAZ are interrelated, with serviced 
accommodation supporting – and being supported by – other strategic functions, such 

                                                 
9 NLP/CD/09: GLA, Table of Changes - Minor Suggested Changes to the Draft new London Plan, August 2018, 
Ref MSC.6.112 
10 NLP/CD/09: GLA, Table of Changes - Minor Suggested Changes to the Draft new London Plan, August 2018, 
Ref MSC.6.115 

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/table_of_changes_-_minor_suggested_changes_to_london_plan_1.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/table_of_changes_-_minor_suggested_changes_to_london_plan_1.pdf
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as business uses, culture and leisure, and the heritage of the area. Tourism facilities, 
including hotels and conference centres, are specifically referenced as a strategic 
function of the CAZ in paragraph 2.4.4, complementing the approach in Policy E10. A 
Minor Suggested Change has been proposed to Paragraph 2.4.4A to clarify that 
development plans should have regard to local circumstances in setting out the 
appropriate balance between the various CAZ strategic functions.  

61.17 Minor Suggested Changes have been proposed to E10 D, clarifying that the promotion 
of serviced accommodation in the CAZ should be focussed away from wholly 
residential streets or predominantly residential neighbourhoods, and that the impact 
on other strategic CAZ functions should be considered. The Policy also recognises that 
local amenity and the balance of local land uses should not be compromised by over-
intensification of the provision of serviced accommodation. This complements 
paragraph 2.4.5, which recognises the important role played by locally-orientated uses 
(including housing) in the CAZ.  

61.18 As set out in paragraph 61.16, a Minor Suggested Change has been proposed to Policy 
E10 F with regards to apart-hotels and short-term lettings and impacts on local 
amenity. This approach will help to ensure that this form of accommodation is 
supported in the right locations, without unduly affecting the amenity of residential 
uses in the CAZ and elsewhere. 

 

 


